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Abstract
Reservoir simulation is the most important tool petroleum engineers use to forecast
production performance and set production strategies for oil and gas fields. Nonetheless,
thorough reservoir simulation is a time consuming process that requires powerful computational
capabilities and highly skilled individuals in reservoir engineering, mathematics, and
programing. The accuracy of the simulation process is affected by the availability and quality of
reservoir characteristics. These characteristics are obtained using different data acquisition
methods such as open-hole logging, well testing, and core analysis which is costly and time
consuming. Another factor that affects production performance is horizontal and multilateral
well configurations. These well completions are used to increases production rate and enhance
sweep efficiency. However, the design of horizontal and multilateral wells is a complex task that
involves engineering and economic constraints.
This thesis demonstrates the development of artificial expert systems that are not only
capable of forecasting, but also robust in multilateral well design and reservoir evaluation. The
study covers a wide range of well completions and shale gas reservoirs properties. Using
artificial neural networks (ANN), the developed approach delivers forward-looking and inverselooking solutions to relate between reservoir characteristics, well configurations, and production
performance. Production Performance Expert System forecasts the gas rate and cumulative gas
production of a given well completed in a shale gas reservoir, and thus it is categorized as a
forward-looking solution. The average error of the results generated by the first system is 6.5%.
The second expert systems provides an inverse-looking solution to propose multilateral well
design given a target production of a specific reservoir. Well design parameters are produced
within an average error of 5%. The third and final system is capable of predicting shale reservoir
iii

properties by analyzing the production performance of a horizontal or multilateral fishbone well
completion. The developed system is capable of predicting reservoir characteristics with an
average error of 4.5% from the target data.
The developed set of expert systems is expected to reduce the long hours required for
excessive computations, which are typical in reservoir simulators. In addition, it can reduce costs
of reservoir evaluation by working as an auxiliary tool to expensive well tests, logging
operations, and core analysis. However, it is worth mentioning that these expert systems do not
replace conventional reservoir simulators, rather they help in enhancing the decision making
process by making educated estimations of reservoir properties and basic designs of multilateral
wells to be used in history matching and field development or infill drilling strategies.
A graphical user interface (GUI) has been developed to offer user accessibility to the
aforementioned artificial expert systems. It provides easy execution of codes and neural
networks without requiring knowledge of the background mechanism. This interface allows the
user to provide their own input data to simulate any desired scenario within the dataset limits.
The results of each case are shown graphically or numerically.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Every day, the oil industry continues its quest to discover new hydrocarbon resources to
meet future demand. With the depletion of worldwide reserves, and the increased consumption
of oil and gas led by the industrial countries, it has become very important to tap into
unconventional reservoirs such as shale gas reservoirs. Unlike the existing giant and
conventional reservoirs, shale reservoirs require the use of more expensive and advanced
technologies to gain a feasible production and hence achieve a successful investment. Drilling
horizontal and multilateral wells is one approach to enhance production in such fields. The
implementation of these well completions maximizes reservoir contact area, which can increase
reservoir’s drainage area, and ultimately improves sweep efficiency. However, these wells cost
more than typical vertical wells due to higher capital and operational expenditures (Almousa,
2013).
Reservoir simulation is a very important tool to ensure a sound decision making process.
Consequently, commercial reservoir simulators are used to forecast production performance of
hydrocarbon reservoirs. In this study, CMG1-IMEX2 black oil simulator was used. This simulator
is used to model primary, secondary, and enhanced hydrocarbon recovery processes in complex
heterogeneous, dual porosity, and dual permeability reservoirs (CMG IMEX, 2013). Simulation
results are used in economic studies to evaluate the validity of developing a specific field or use
of complex well completions. Yet, a thorough reservoir simulation is a time consuming process
that requires highly skilled personnel and powerful computational capabilities (Ertekin, AbouKassem, & King, 2001).

1
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CMG: Computer Modeling Group, a registered trademark for Computer Modeling Group Ltd.
IMEX: IMplicit EXplicit three-phase black oil simulator developed by CMG.
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In light of the above, this thesis demonstrate the development of artificial intelligence
expert systems that are not only capable of forecasting, but also robust in multilateral well design
and reservoir evaluation. This study covers a wide range of well completions and shale gas
reservoir properties. Two types of artificial neural networks (ANN) were used in this study;
forward and inverse-looking solutions. The first expert system forecasts production performance
of given reservoir and thus categorized as a forward-looking solution. Whereas each of the other
two expert systems work as an inverse simulator or inverse-looking solution to evaluate
multilateral well design and shale reservoir properties respectively.
Artificial neural networks employ simple math functions into a pattern recognition
process to solve complex problems. Use of artificial neural networks eliminates the need of
excessive computations and time consumptions. In addition, the aforementioned expert systems
developed can reduce costs of reservoir evaluation by replacing expensive logging operations
and core analysis. However, it is worth mentioning that these expert systems do not replace
conventional reservoir simulators, rather they help in enhancing the decision making process by
making educated predictions of reservoir properties and basic designs of multilateral wells which
then can be used in history matching problems and field development or infill drilling process.

2

Chapter 2. Literature Review
2.1 Shale Gas Reservoirs
Historically, natural gas has been produced from conventional deposits that provided the
easiest, most economic, and practical production options. However, the importance of
unconventional gas reservoirs increased dramatically since the production rates from these
conventional fields started to decrease in the past few years. With advent of horizontal and
multilateral drilling technology, the access to unconventional gas formations that may have been
too costly or inefficient is now paving the forefront for shale gas production.
Unlike conventional gas reservoirs, shale gas formations are extremely less permeable
and may have complex natural fractures networks. During the stage of deposition, rocks are
exposed to different stresses due to folding, faulting, compaction, or expansion that causes
fractures or raptures. Such naturally fractured reservoir contains two distinct porous mediums
comprised of rock matrix, which holds reservoir fluid, and fracture conduits where fluid flow
from the reservoir matrix to the wellbore. For purposes of modeling of naturally fractured
reservoirs, rock matrix is showed as set of grid blocks separated by spaces that represent the
fractures (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 – Simplified idealization of naturally fracture reservoir (Warren & Root, 1963)
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Consequently, these reservoirs are simulated as dual porosity models rather than dual
permeability models. In a dual porosity model, low permeable rock matrix feeds fluid to the
fracture network which is the flow path to the well column. Whereas, in a dual permeability
model, matrix blocks are not only connected to the fracture network but also to neighboring
blocks, where both matrix and fractures can provide flow mediums to the wellbore as shown in
Fig. 2 (CMG STARS User's Guide, 2007).

Fig. 2 - Dual porosity (left) and dual permeability models (CMG STARS User's Guide, 2007)

2.2 Horizontal Wells and Multilateral Fishbone Completions
The use of vertical wells is common in conventional sandstone or carbonate high
permeable reservoirs. A conventional vertical oil and gas well would provide a small drainage
and reservoir contact areas, and hence limits hydrocarbon recovery. It is also more prone to
water/gas coning in as water or gas levels approaches the active perforations at the bottom of the
well. As a result, advanced completion technologies and complex well configurations are used to
achieve optimal production and increased reserve recovery especially in unconventional
reservoirs. In light of the increasing demand of oil and gas, enhancing the productivity of
4

naturally fractured shale gas reservoirs is very critical to make field development a worthwhile
investment. Meanwhile, emphasis is currently being placed on the use of horizontal and
multilateral fishbone wells in tight (low permeable) and thin layered formations, fractured
reservoirs, heavy oil reservoirs, and mature fields.
Based on The Technical Advancement of Multilaterals Group (TAML), a multilateral
well is defined as: “Wells having one or more branches (laterals) tied back to a mother wellbore,
which conveys fluids to or from surface. Horizontal and multilateral fishbone wells technology
provide significant leverage where conventional vertical wells cannot efficiently maintain a
profitable development. The branch or lateral may be vertical or any inclination up to or greater
than horizontal” (2002). The main advantages of these well configurations are to increase well
productivity and reduce development cost per field. Multilateral wells can produce higher rates
of oil and gas because they have a larger reservoir contact area compared to vertical wells
(Charlez & Breant, 1999). Not only these wells produce more, but they also provide better sweep
efficiency by mitigating or preventing gas and water coning as the position of the laterals within
the producing layers provides enough distance to water and gas bearing zones. In addition, more
reserves are realized due to the extended reach of multilateral wells which creates a larger
drainage area. Consequently, a large field can be developed with less number of wells and
therefore, multilateral wells can reduce time and costs of drilling and surface facilities
construction operations (Ismail & El-Khatib, 1996).
Success of horizontal and multilateral wells depends on well geometry, completion type,
downhole equipment used, and junction selection. Geology, geometry, and production are three
main factors to design these wells. Well geometry and completion type are essentially dependent
on lithology and reservoir parameters such as number of pay zones, reservoir size, drive
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mechanism, vertical permeability, and fluid properties (Idiodemise & Dosinmu, 2007). Targeted
production and estimated reserves dictate the size of the well to ensure that recovery can pay for
such an expensive well. Fig. 3 shows the different types of multilateral wells that can be drilled
in a reservoir. This study models the performance of horizontal wells and planar multilaterals of
2, 4, and six laterals in tight and naturally fractured reservoirs.

Fig. 3 - Different completions of multilateral wells (TAML, 2002)

2.3 Rate Transient Analysis
The concept of well testing is based on recording pressure and flow rate data during
specific production intervals. Well testing is used for determining the flow capacity and
formation deliverability of oil and gas reservoirs. The test can be done using several methods that
includes mini DST (drill stem test), pressure-transient tests, and rate-transient tests. Each of these
methods uses a different measurement to capture the flow performance. Pressure-transient tests
are performed under constant production rates in order to measure the sandface pressure
6

response in the well. Whereas, in rate-transient tests, the sandface pressure is kept constant to
capture the production rate’s profile throughout the test. In addition, these methods respond at a
different scale to the flow performance. For instance, a mini-DST captures the early time
behavior while minimizing effects of wellbore storage. Meanwhile, a pressure-transient test
reflects mid-time performance of the production interval. On the other hand, rate-transient tests
provide the long-term behavior of reservoir’s production and hence help in determining drainage
volume, estimating hydrocarbon in place, and assessing the effectiveness of simulation
techniques (Torcuk, Fakcharoenphol, & Kazemi, 2013).
Well testing is an essential procedure to geologists and petroleum engineers as it provides
them with more details about formation rock and reservoir fluid properties. It is a reliable method
to estimate effective formation permeability, reservoir deliverability of unconventional
reservoirs. It also notable that, applications of rate and pressure transient test in unconventional
reservoirs are slightly different than those of similar tests done in conventional reservoirs due the
extremely tight nature of the formation rock, existence of natural fractures that creates a dual
porosity system, and the common use of horizontal and multilateral wells as part of the
completion and stimulation processes.
It is worth mentioning that well testing is a powerful technique in the oil and gas
industry, however, it is demanding in physical, economic, and time aspects. Performing a well
test requires mobilization and operation of many equipment, trained personnel, and may need a
well to be shut for pressure build up and thus cut production. In addition, well test analysis to
estimate reservoir properties can be a tedious and a time consuming process. As a result, this
study uses artificial neural networks (ANNs) to develop a set of expert systems that are able to
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estimate reservoir parameters using production profiles. Consequently, use of these expert
systems can save time, cost, and efforts by depicting rate-transient analysis.

2.4 Artificial Neural Networks
2.4.1 Background
The earliest introduction of artificial neural networks (ANN) into modern research in
1943 is attributed to Warren McCullock and Walter Pitts. In their paper titled “A Logical
Calculus of Ideas Immanent in Nervous Activity", McCullock and Pitts showed that ANNs can
theoretically perform logical functions and arithmetic computations (Hagan, Demuth, & Beale,
2002). Yet, its first real application came in few years later in 1957 when Frank Rosenblatt
developed perception network hoping to achieve pattern recognition. Rosenblatt used weight
vectors generated by perception training to separate classes.
The development of artificial neural networks (ANN) was inspired by the biological
system of a human body. The concept of ANN depends on ability to imitate the nervous system
to learn and generalize from input data (experiences) or signals received (Bailey & Thompson,
1990). A human neuron cell consists of three main parts, which are dendrites, soma cell body,
and axon. In the biological neural network, information is transferred between the neural cells,
which are extremely interconnected. The signals are received by the dendrites that work as a
receptive and then carried to soma or cell body for processing. The neuron is activated if signal
received at the cell body hit what is called a firing threshold. Only then, the axon carries the
processed signal to the dendrites of other neurons through many synaptic connections at the end
of the axon as shown in Fig. 4 (Graupe, 2007).

8

Fig. 4 – Interconnection of two neural cells (Hagan, Demuth, & Beale, 2002)

2.4.2 Definition
Artificial neural networks are computational models (networks) that use simple
mathematical functions such as addition and multiplication to solve complex, non-linear
problems. Similar to the biological nervous system, ANNs have artificial neurons as their unit
building block. The artificial neuron mimics the neural cell in the following four aspects
(Fausett, 1994):
1- Incoming signals or information are processed in small units called neurons.
2- Processed signals are transferred between neurons via connecting links.
3- Signals are multiplied by initial weight factor associated with each connecting link.
4- An output is generated in each neuron by applying a transfer or activation function to
the input.
Based on these assumptions, Fig. 5 shows that inputs to the artificial neural network are
multiplied by the initial weight before they reach the artificial neuron. Then, the neuron sums the
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weighted inputs and apply bias. If the summation reaches the firing threshold, the neuron applies
an activation or a transfer function to generate the output.

Fig. 5 - A simple abstract of an ANN from a biological nerve (Nelson, 2014)

In mathematical terms, Equations 1 and 2 show use of simple arithmetic operations,
which consist of multiplication, summation, and activation (transfer), to process the input signal
(May, Dandy, & Maier, 2011).
𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑘 = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑤𝑘𝑖 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑏𝑘

(1)

𝑧𝑘 = 𝑓(𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑘 )

(2)

Where


wki is the weight value in discrete time k



xi is the input



b is the bias used for shifting of the transfer function.
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zk is the processed signal after applying a transfer function, f, to carry the processed
inputs to the output layer

2.4.3 Transfer Functions
Transfer functions are utilized in scaling the processed signal in the artificial neuron to
generate the neuron activation. There are many types of transfer or activation functions used in
neural networks such as step, linear, and non-linear functions. Transfer functions are chosen
based on the complexity of the problem of interest. A linear transfer function or purelin function
performs a simple linear transformation on the processed input and then carries it to the output
layer. The non-linear log-sigmoid (logsig) and hyperbolic tangent sigmoid (tansig) are the most
commonly used functions especially in multiple layers neural networks. These non-linear
functions are used in this study since the inputs and outputs of our problem exhibit a non-linear
relationship. The log-sigmoid function scales back all input values ranging from negative to
positive infinity to an output range of 0 to 1, whereas the hyperbolic tangent sigmoid function
produces values between -1 and 1 as the neuron input values range from negative to positive
infinity (Hagan, Demuth, & Beale, 2002). A more comprehensive list of transfer functions is
provided in Table 1 below.

11

Table 1 – Transfer Functions (Hagan, Demuth, & Beale, 2002)
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2.4.4 Structure and Networks Types
Typically, a single neuron is not capable of solving a complex problem. In fact, the use of
these basic mathematical operations is more functional when the artificial neurons are operating
in parallel or are interconnected, to form a network, hence it is called an artificial neural network.
A typical structure of ANN consists of three or more layers that include an input layer, neuron
layers, and an output layer. The number of neuron layers or hidden layers as referred to in many
textbooks and the number of neurons in each layer are user defined properties. Each neuron layer
has its own input vector, weight matrix, bias vector, transfer or activation function, and an output
vector (Hagan, Demuth, & Beale, 2002). Use of single layer versus multiple layers is dependent
on the complexity of the problem. Fig. 6 shows the architecture of both single layer and multilayered neural networks.

Fig. 6 – One layer (top) and a multi-layer networks (Hagan, Demuth, & Beale, 2002)
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Each neuron processes every element of the input vector using its specific weight, bias, and
transfer function before it passes the output vector (all processed signals) to the next neuron in
the next layer.
Artificial neural networks are classified into many types based on the interconnection
between both neurons and layers. Feed-froward back-propagation and cascade-forward backpropagation are two examples of the different types of ANNs. Feed-froward back-propagation
networks are used in this study. In feed-froward networks, the process flow is done step by step
from the input through the neurons in the first layer unto the next layers until it generates the
final output layer. Whereas, in cascade-forward networks, each input element is directly
connected with neurons in all layers as well as with elements of the output vector. The term
back-propagation refers to backward propagation of errors. Back-propagation is an algorithm
that is used in order to minimize the error between the network results and the targeted output.
The algorithm is executed after an output vector is generated at the end of the network. It adjusts
the weights of each neuron to achieve more accurate results. It is named back-propagation
because the error is propagated backward through the network.

2.4.5 Learning and Training Algorithms
Training algorithms use different mathematical functions to control and adjust the
weights and biases in artificial neural networks. There are many training algorithms that work
with back-propagation networks. MATLAB3 toolbox offers several training algorithm functions
such as conjugate gradient (traincgb), scaled conjugate gradient (trainscg), resilient propagation
(trainrp), Levenberg-Marquadrdt (trainlm), and Bayesian regularization (trainbr), out of which
3

MATLAB: MATtrix LABoratory. A tool for numerical simulation by MathWorks.
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two are used in this study. These two algorithms are scaled conjugate gradient and Bayesian
regularization.
The learning process of an artificial neural network is classified as either supervised or
unsupervised based on the training process. In unsupervised learning, the network is provided
with input layer and modified weight matrix only. On the other hand, in supervised learning,
which is used in this study, both input and output vectors are provided to the networks while
neurons weights are randomly initialized. A back-propagation network uses supervised training
as it modifies the weights until the error between the network results and targeted output reaches
a satisfactory value identified by the user.

2.4.6 Applications of Artificial Intelligence in the Oil and Gas Industry
Artificial neural network applications are widely used in engineering, science, business,
and many other fields. Implementation of artificial neural networks has provided the ability of
learning, pattern recognition, real-time data processing, data clustering, correlation, and
optimization (Ali, 1994). Joined with advanced computation tools, neural networks are able to
solve many complex problems in a much shorter time than they formerly required.
Consequently, the use of artificial intelligence tools in the oil and gas industry has increased
tremendously since the late eighties. In particular, application of artificial neural networks
showed a huge success in areas of drilling, reservoir simulation, reservoir evaluation, well
testing, and enhanced oil recovery.

15

2.4.7 Relevant Studies
Almousa (2013) developed an approach that successfully delivers a total of five distinct
artificial expert systems in areas of production forecasting, multilateral well design, and reservoir
evaluation. The developed tool box consists of three expert systems that serve as proxies to
conventional reservoir simulators by predicting cumulative oil and gas productions, estimating
the end of plateau and abandonment times, and forecasting cumulative fluid production.
Furthermore, the fourth and fifth expert systems covered single phase gas reservoirs with duallateral wells and stacked multilateral (up to five laterals) wells completed within different
reservoirs properties.
Yeten et al., (2003) applied a genetic algorithm combined with an artificial neural network,
a hill climber, and an upscaling method to optimize non-conventional well type, configuration,
and location. The objective function of the study was to find maximum cumulative production or
net present values (NPV) for wells completed in different reservoir conditions with varying fluid
properties. The genetic algorithm was the main optimization tool used in the developed
approach, while the ANN was used to mimic the numerical simulator in order to analyze a wide
range of scenarios. The hill climber and upscaling procedure were used to improve the solution
and to accelerate convergence the finite-difference iterations.
Okazan, et al., (1998) analyzed the effect of design parameters of dual-lateral wells on
pressure transient behavior in oil reservoirs. These parameters included lateral lengths, phase
angle between the laterals and motherbore, and horizontal and vertical separation between
laterals. The observations showed that the pressure drop decreases as the phase angle increases.
Also, increasing the horizontal separation increases the drainage area of the well and hence,
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dimensionless pressure decreases. On the other hand, the study noticed that the influence of the
vertical separation between the laterals is negligible especially for long production intervals.
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Chapter 3. Problem Statement
Exploration, development, and production of oil and gas fields are all based on data
acquisition processes. Geologist, geophysicist, and petroleum engineers significantly depend on
information collected from rock samples, seismic surveys, logging, and well testing operations in
decision making process. However, considering the physical requirements, time, and costs of
such field operations, acquiring more data for reservoir simulation, drilling operation, well
stimulation, and other purposes needs to be economically justifiable. As a result, engineers are
often challenged to make the most out of the data already collected.
Reservoir simulation is an essential process that is carried out prior to the development of
any oil or gas field. This process provides a forecast of production performance and field
deliverability considering a specific development scenario and a set of operating constraints. The
results of hundreds or maybe thousands of models need to be analyzed in order to choose the
optimum development scenario. This in turn is impractical and unfeasible procedure due to the
high cost and time requirement associated with the use of commercial reservoir simulators.
In addition, numerical reservoir simulators provide only a forward-looking point of view
to any scenario. In other words, as a standalone tool, it cannot suggest a certain well
configuration nor analyze reservoir properties associated with certain production profile. For so
long, engineers have been manually fine tuning reservoir characteristics to achieve a proper
history match for a given well or field. Well testing analysis is one mean to obtain effective
reservoir permeability, productivity index, and other parameters to be used in history matching.
However, performing a well test is also costly and time consuming procedure.
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Based on the above, this thesis demonstrates the development of artificial intelligence
expert systems that are not only capable of forecasting, but also robust in multilateral well design
and reservoir evaluation. The study covers a wide range of well completions and shale gas
reservoirs properties. Based on artificial neural networks (ANN), the first expert system forecasts
the production performance of a given reservoir, and thus it is categorized as a forward-looking
solution. On the other hand, each of the other two expert systems work as an inverse simulator or
inverse-looking solution to evaluate multilateral well design and shale reservoir properties. Fig. 7
shows a simple illustration of the three experts systems developed in this study.

Fig. 7 – Illustration of the three experts systems
Artificial neural networks employ simple math functions into a pattern recognition
process to solve complex problems. Use of artificial neural networks eliminates the need of
excessive computations and reduces time consumptions. In addition, the before-mentioned expert
systems developed can reduce costs of reservoir evaluation by replacing expensive logging
operations and core analysis. However, it is worth mentioning that these expert systems do not
replace conventional reservoir simulators, rather they help in enhancing the decision making
process by making educated estimations of reservoir properties and basic designs of multilateral
wells to be used in history matching and field development or infill drilling process.
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Chapter 4. Reservoir Model and Generation of Training Sets
The reservoir model used in this study was built using CMG-IMEX black oil simulator.
The model is constructed in a three-dimensional Cartesian grid system. The assumptions used in
building both static and dynamic reservoir models are:


Homogenous and isotropic reservoir



Constant reservoir area of 386 acres



Square reservoir dimensions equal to 4100 ft × 4100 ft



Uniform grid size distribution of 100 ft × 100 ft



Single layer reservoir



Dry gas reservoir (oil saturation is zero)



No pressure support present



Dual porosity model



Horizontal and multilateral fishbone well-completions



Rate-transient production under a specified sandface pressure



Production period of 10 years

Further description of other reservoir properties including matrix and fracture permeability,
matrix and fracture porosity, initial reservoir pressure, pay zone thickness, and natural fractures
spacing is discussed in section 4.3.
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4.1 Grid Block Sensitivity Analysis
The accuracy of numerical simulators depend on the ability of capturing fine details of
pressure differential in between grid blocks. Generally, using more grid blocks produces more
accurate results compared to those generated from less numbered and course blocks. However,
using larger number of blocks requires solving a larger set of flow equations between grid blocks
and hence increase the computational time significantly. A sensitivity analysis was performed to
choose the optimum number of grid blocks is illustrated in this section. At first, a cumulative
production profile is generated for a reservoir model that is constructed based on a random
number of grid blocks. Then, the number of blocks was varied in multiple runs to capture the
changes in the production curves as shown in Fig. 8. The analysis is stopped when negligible
changes of cumulative production that does not affect the accuracy are realized. Based on the
procedure, a

41 × 41 × 1 grid block model (block size of 100 ft. × 100 ft.) is chosen in this

study.

Fig. 8 - Cumulative gas production curves with different grid block sizes
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4.2 Horizontal and Multilateral Wells Design
This study analyzes the production performance of horizontal wells and planar
multilaterals in tight and naturally fractured reservoirs. The artificial expert systems are created
using four main well configurations which are horizontal wells, multilateral fishbone wells of
two, four, and six laterals as shown in Fig. 9. These wells are built in planar form which means
that the whole perforated section is drilled through a single reservoir layer of uniform depth.
Furthermore, the phase angle between the motherbore and every lateral is equal to 45o in all
fishbone wells scenarios.

Fig. 9 – Horizontal and multilateral fishbone wells configurations

Nine well design parameters are varied within the four well configurations to create the training
set used in the ANNs. These nine variables are listed below and illustrated in Fig. 10. The ranges
for theses well design parameters are listed in section in section 4.3.
1. Motherbore length (MBL): measures the length of the motherbore
2. Number of multilaterals: zero for horizontal wells, 2, 4, or 6 for fishbone wells
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3. Length of laterals 1 & 2 (LL1, LL2): laterals 1 & 2 are equal in length
4. Length of laterals 3 & 4 (LL3, LL4): laterals 3 & 4 are equal in length
5. Length of laterals 5 & 6 (LL5, LL6): laterals 5 & 6 are equal in length
6. Spacing of laterals 1 & 2 (Sp1, Sp2): measures the distance between the first block of
the motherbore and the kick-off point of laterals 1 & 2
7. Spacing of laterals 3 & 4 (Sp3, Sp4): measures the distance between the kick-off point of
laterals 1 & 2 and the kick-off point of laterals 3 & 4
8. Spacing of laterals 5 & 6 (Sp5, Sp6): measures the distance between the kick-off point
of laterals 3 & 4 and the kick-off point of laterals 5 & 6
9. Bottomhole pressure (BHP)

Fig. 10- Illustration of well design parameters

4.3 Data Generation and Collection
This study uses artificial neural networks to forecast production performance and perform
rate-transient analysis on horizontal and multilateral fishbone wells in shale gas reservoirs. The
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developed expert systems are capable of generating forward and inverse looking solutions for a
wide range of scenarios. Using random number generator function in MATLAB, a large number
of combinations of reservoir properties and well design parameters are created to cover a wide
spectrum of input and target data. The ranges of reservoir properties and well design parameters
are shown in Table 2 and Table 3 consecutively. The minimum and maximum values for all
reservoir properties were chosen in a way to encompass as many shale gas formations as possible
in order to effectively train and develop a robust expert system in shale gas reservoirs. The
values are depicted based on several examples found in literature that investigates the
performance of multiple shale gas reservoirs (Curtis,2002; Soeder, 1988). Refer to Appendix A
for reservoir and well data distribution.
Table 2 – Ranges of reservoir parameters

Property

Symbol

Min

Max

Unit

Initial Reservoir Pressure

Pi

3000

8000

psi

Matrix Permeability

km

1 × 10-7

1 × 10-4

mD

Natural Fracture Permeability

kf

0.1

1

mD

Matrix Porosity

ϕm

5

15

%

Natural Fracture Porosity

ϕf

0.5

3

%

Pay Zone Thickness

h

40

100

ft.

Natural Fracture Spacing

Spf

5

200

ft.

Reservoir Depth

D

8000

ft

Connate Water Saturation

Swc

20

%

Reservoir Temperature

T

200

Matrix and Fracture Compressibility

c

3 × 10-6

o

F

1/psi
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While reservoir properties are generated, some constraints are considered to enforce dual
porosity characteristics of naturally fractured reservoirs. Matrix porosity must be larger than
fracture porosity to provide fluid storage and feed to the fracture network. Meanwhile fracture
permeability must be larger than matrix permeability to serve as a flow path from rock matrix to
the well column.
Table 3 – Ranges of well design parameters

Property

Symbol

Min

Max

Unit

No. of Laterals

Lat Ct.

0

6

-

Main-bore Length

MBL

600

3200

ft.

Length of Laterals 1 & 2

LL1

300

2000

ft.

Length of Laterals 3 & 4

LL3

300

2000

ft.

Length of Laterals 5 & 6

LL5

300

2000

ft.

2-Lat

200

1800

4-Lat

200

900

6-Lat

200

600

2-Lat

N/A

N/A

4-Lat

200

900

6-Lat

200

600

2-Lat

N/A

N/A

4-Lat

N/A

N/A

6-Lat

200

600

15

30

Spacing of Laterals 1 & 2

Spacing of Laterals 3 & 4

Spacing of Laterals 5 & 6

Bottomhole Pressure (percent of Pi)

Sp1

Sp3

Sp5

BHP

ft.

ft.

ft.

%

Shown in the table above, the ranges of the 9 well parameters that are varied during this study. In
a similar fashion to reservoir properties, the ranges for well design parameters are chosen to
cover as much possible of horizontal and fishbone well configurations that are commonly drilled
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in shale gas reservoirs. A constant bottomhole pressure is set in each run in order to simulate
rate-transient behavior which is analyzed in this study.

4.4 Well Performance
During data generation process, 80 cases are generated for each of the four well
configurations with a combined total of 320 scenarios. Gas rate profiles and cumulative
production curves of these scenarios are generated using black oil simulator where each model is
ran for a period of 10 years. Full simulation code is in Appendix B. 27 data points are collected
from each rate profile and cumulative production curve, yielding a total of 54 output data point
for each scenario. These points are distributed on different time steps to capture the unique
production performance for each case. Gas rate and cumulative production values are read on
days 1, 5, 10, 20 30, 45, 60, and then on every 90-day interval until the end of the production
period.
It is very important to assess the accuracy of the developed shale gas reservoir models
before their input parameters (reservoir properties and well design) and output parameters
(production profiles) are used in developing the set of expert systems. As a results, the general
behavior of both gas rate and cumulative production profiles of the generated scenarios is
monitored. Daily gas rate is noticed to be at its highest levels during the early time in the
production interval. As production continues, the gas rate declines due to fast depletion as the
study did not account of any operating constraints except for producing under a specified
sandface pressure. The decline in the rate profile varies depending on the size of the well
(perforated length), the designed geometry (horizontal, two, four, or six laterals fishbone), and
reservoir parameters. This in turn is reflected on cumulative production profiles during the
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production period of ten years. Wells with higher production rate show a sharp increase in
cumulative production during the first three or four years. In order to insure the validity of the
model, the production performance of the developed scenarios are compared to several models
from literature and research studies that examines the performance of horizontal and fishbone
well completions in shale gas reservoirs . Fig. 11 shows that gas rate and cumulative production
for a horizontal well in case-14 are similar to production data produced using the model
developed by Oz (2014).

Fig. 11 – Comparison of production performance of horizontal well (case-14) using developed model and model
developed by Oz (2014)
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Fig. 12 summarizes the process done to develop the set of expert system. It illustrates the
workflow to create input and output datasets used in developing the artificial expert systems.

Fig. 12 – Workflow to develop an artificial expert system
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Chapter 5. Development of Expert Systems
This chapter discusses the development of three expert systems that are capable of
production forecasting, multilateral well design and reservoir evaluation. These systems were
constructed using MATLAB Neural Network toolbox based on the reservoir, well design, and
production data presented in the previous chapter. The first tool forecasts production
performance of a given reservoir and thus categorized as a forward-looking solution that is called
Production Performance Expert System. Each of the two other ANNs works as an inverse
simulator providing an inverse-looking solution to evaluate multilateral well design and shale
reservoir properties and hence called Well Design Expert System and Reservoir Characterization
Expert System. A graphical user interface (GUI) is then developed to provide user accessibility
to the developed tools and enable testing of customized scenarios.

5.1 Design Parameters of Artificial Neural Networks
Training of the artificial neural networks depends on two main components that affect the
development of an effective expert system such as data preparation and network structure. The
way that data is presented to the neural network can simplify its training and learning process or
complicate it. Scaling and functional links are two methods used for data preparation. In data
scaling, input parameters are presented to the network in a different form than their original
values. This is done to reduce the range size of these parameters which helps in data
interpretation and hence achieving better training process. Scaling is done using simple math
functions or multipliers. For example, the variation between matrix and fracture permeability is
compressed by taking logarithmic values of these parameters. Similarly, a multiplier of 1/3000 is
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applied to motherbore length. In a similar manner, functional links are also used to enhance data
interpretation. Functional links are mathematical relationships between input and/or output
parameters used in a neural network. Using these links enhances ANNs ability of pattern
recognition by adding more elements to the relationship between input and output parameters.
For example, a functional link that was used in this study is the ratio of length between laterals 5
or 6 and motherbore. A value of zero would indicate that these laterals do not exists. A full list of
functional links used in each ANN is presented throughout this sections 5.2 through 5.4.
In addition, training of ANNs is affected by the structure elements of a neural network
such as the number of sets used for training, validation, and testing, number of hidden layers,
number of neurons per layer, type of transfer and training functions. Each problem requires a
unique network structure to provide the best results. In this study, it was observed that the use of
single hidden neuron layer provided more accurate results compared to use of multiple (two or
three) layers. Similarly the number of neurons that generated the least error based on the targeted
output was decided. Moreover, due to the complexity of the problem, non-liner sigmoid transfer
functions were used. The non-linear log-sigmoid (logsig) and hyperbolic tangent sigmoid
(tansig) are the most commonly used functions especially with the use of complex and large
neural networks. Network structures used in this study to develop the three experts systems are
discussed in the following sections.

5.2 Production Performance Expert System (Forward ANN)
The first expert system developed is based on a forward-looking artificial neural network.
This system is able to predict daily gas rate and cumulative gas production of a horizontal or
multilateral fishbone well completed in a shale gas reservoir, and hence it is named Production
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Performance Expert System. Given specific reservoir properties and well design parameters
within a range of input data, this system can provide production performance curves of hundreds
of scenarios. In order to develop this system, a total of 320 datasets were used to train the ANN.
The datasets were divided into three sections to train, validate, and test the neural network. 90%
of the datasets were randomly selected for training, 5% for validation, and finally, 5% for testing.
The training process of this expert system started with a single layer neural network consisting of
10 artificial neurons. The number of neurons is then increased until the results produced are
within 90% accuracy of the target production curves (production data initially provided to the
ANN). A hyperbolic tangent sigmoid (tansig) transfer function with scaled conjugate gradient
(trainscg) training function were applied. The optimum neural network structure that provided
the most accurate results for gas rate and cumulative gas production compared to the targeted
output includes a single hidden layer with 72 neurons (Fig. 13). The input and output vectors for
this forward-looking ANN include a total of 16 input variable parameters with 12 functional
links and 54 output elements as shown in Table 4. Refer to Appendix C for MATLAB code used
to develop this model.

Fig. 13 - Neural network structure of the Production Performance Expert System
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Table 4 - Input and output components for Production Performance Expert System

Category

Reservoir
Properties (7)

INPUT (28)

Well
Design(9)

Property

Symbol

Matrix Permeability

km

Fracture Permeability

kf

Matrix Porosity

ϕm

Fracture Porosity

ϕf

Reservoir Pressure

Pi

Thickness

h

Fracture Spacing

Spf

Motherbore Length

MBL

Number of Lateral

Lat Ct.

Lateral 1 & 2 Length

LL1

Lateral 3 & 4 Length

LL3

Lateral 5 & 6 Length

LL5

Lateral 1 & 2 Spacing

Sp1

Lateral 3 & 4 Spacing

Sp3

Lateral 5 & 6 Spacing

Sp5

BHP (15% to 30% of P)

BHP

MBL + LL1 + LL2 + LL3
(LL1 + LL2 + LL3) ÷ MBL
LL1 + LL2 + LL3
LL1 ÷ MBL
LL3 ÷ MBL
Functional
Links (12)

LL5 ÷ MBL
L1 + L3
L3 + L5
L1 + L5
Log(BHP) ÷ log(P)
ϕf ÷ ϕ m

OUTPUT (54)

km ÷ kf
Gas
Rate (27)
Cumulative
Production (27)

Readings at days 1, 5, 10, 20, 30, 45, 60, and then every 3 months for 5
years
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5.3 Well Design Expert System (Inverse ANN-1)
The second expert system was constructed using an artificial neural network that provides
an inverse-looking solution. This system is capable of predicting the design parameters of
horizontal or multilateral fishbone wells completed in a shale gas reservoir. Considering a
specific production target of known shale reservoir this system can suggest a well design that
includes well geometry, number of lateral, and bottomhole pressure needed in order to meet this
target. A total of 320 datasets were used to train the ANN of which 75%, 15%, and 10% were
randomly selected for training, validation, and testing of the neural network. A hyperbolic
tangent sigmoid (tansig) transfer function with Bayesian regularization (trainbr) training function
were applied. The developed network structure consists of a single hidden layer with 66 neurons
(Fig. 14). The input and output vectors for this inverse-looking ANN are summarized in Table 5.

Fig. 14 - Neural network structure of the Well Design Expert System
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Table 5 - Input and output components for Well Design Expert System

Category

INPUT (63)

Reservoir
Properties (7)

Gas
Rate (27)
Cumulative
Production (27)
Functional
Links (2)

OUTPUT (19)

Well
Design(9)

Property

Symbol

Matrix Permeability

km

Fracture Permeability

kf

Matrix Porosity

ϕm

Fracture Porosity

ϕf

Reservoir Pressure

Pi

Thickness

h

Fracture Spacing

Spf

Readings at days 1, 5, 10, 20, 30, 45, 60,
and then every 3 months for 5 years

ϕf ÷ ϕ m
km ÷ kf
Motherbore Length

MBL

Number of Lateral

Lat Ct.

Lateral 1 & 2 Length

LL1

Lateral 3 & 4 Length

LL3

Lateral 5 & 6 Length

LL5

Lateral 1 & 2 Spacing

Sp1

Lateral 3 & 4 Spacing

Sp3

Lateral 5 & 6 Spacing

Sp5

BHP (15% to 30% of P)

BHP

MBL + LL1 + LL2 + LL3
(LL1 + LL2 + LL3) ÷ MBL
LL1 + LL2 + LL3
LL1 ÷ MBL
Functional
Links (10)

LL3 ÷ MBL
LL5 ÷ MBL
L1 + L3
L3 + L5
L1 + L5
Log(BHP) ÷ log(P)
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5.4 Reservoir Characterization Expert System (Inverse ANN-2)
The third expert system mimics rate-transient analysis for reservoir evaluation. Reservoir
Characterization Expert System uses production data of horizontal or multilateral fishbone wells
to evaluate properties of shale gas reservoirs such as matrix and fracture permeability, matrix and
fracture porosity, initial reservoir pressure, fracture spacing, and pay-zone thickness. This expert
system helps in providing better understanding of reservoir and rock properties based on the
production performance of a specific well. As a result, reservoir engineers can use it as an
assurance to reservoir data obtained by conventional means or correct values made by earlier
estimations. This system was developed by another inverse artificial neural network. 75%, 15%,
and 10% of the 320 datasets used to develop this system were randomly selected for training,
validation, and testing of the neural network. A hyperbolic tangent sigmoid (tansig) transfer
function with Bayesian regularization (trainbr) training function were applied. The network
consists of a single hidden layer with 54 neurons as shown in Fig. 15. The complete list of input
and output vectors for this ANN model is summarized in Table 6.

Fig. 15 - Neural network structure of the Reservoir Characterization Expert System
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Table 6 - Input and output components for Reservoir Characterization Expert System

Category

INPUT (72)

Well
Design(9)

Gas
Rate (27)
Cumulative
Production (27)

Property

Symbol

Motherbore Length

MBL

Number of Lateral

Lat Ct.

Lateral 1 & 2 Length

LL1

Lateral 3 & 4 Length

LL3

Lateral 5 & 6 Length

LL5

Lateral 1 & 2 Spacing

Sp1

Lateral 3 & 4 Spacing

Sp3

Lateral 5 & 6 Spacing

Sp5

BHP (15% to 30% of P)

BHP

Readings at days 1, 5, 10, 20, 30, 45, 60,
and then every 3 months for 5 years
MBL + LL1 + LL2 + LL3
(LL1 + LL2 + LL3) ÷ MBL
LL1 + LL2 + LL3
LL1 ÷ MBL

Functional
Links (9)

LL3 ÷ MBL
LL5 ÷ MBL
L1 + L3
L3 + L5

OUTPUT (10)

L1 + L5

Reservoir
Properties (7)

Matrix Permeability

km

Fracture Permeability

kf

Matrix Porosity

ϕm

Fracture Porosity

ϕf

Reservoir Pressure

Pi

Thickness

h

Fracture Spacing

Spf

ϕf ÷ ϕ m
Functional
Links (3)

km ÷ kf
Log(BHP) ÷ log(P)
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5.5 Graphical User Interface (GUI)
This thesis demonstrates three expert systems that are developed based on artificial neural
networks and capable of forecasting production, proposing horizontal and multilateral fishbone
wells design, and reservoir evaluation. A graphical user interface (GUI) is developed to offer
user accessibility to the aforementioned artificial expert systems. This interface provides ease of
use to the developed artificial neural networks in a simple and a friendly way. Features and
instructions to use this customized interface are presented in this chapter.
The main panel of the graphical interface presents all developed expert systems as seen in
Fig. 16. These systems are:
1- Production Performance Expert System (Forward ANN)
2- Well Design Expert System (Inverse ANN-1)
3- Reservoir Characterization Expert System (Inverse ANN-2)

Fig. 16 – Main GUI Panel
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This panel provides the user with the choice of system based on the problem of interest. If the
user selects any of these systems, they will be directed to a new panel to supply the necessary
input parameters. Once these input are provided, a simulate button would execute the respective
ANN to the selected expert system and hence evaluate and present the answers for the specific
problem given by the user.
By choosing Production Performance Expert System, the user is required to provide
reservoir properties and well design parameters. This expert system will generate two production
profiles consisting of daily gas rate and cumulative gas production curves for a user-defined
scenario as seen in Fig. 17.

Fig. 17 – GUI panel for Production Performance Expert System
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In a similar fashion, by choosing Well Design Expert System, the user needs to input
reservoir properties and upload both targeted gas rates and cumulative production curves. By
executing the software, the expert system will provide nine parameters for a proposed well
design that is needed to meet the target production as shown in Fig. 18.

Fig. 18 – GUI panel for Well Design Expert System

Finally, for the Reservoir Characterization Expert System, the user first need to provide
information about their well configuration and then upload rate and cumulative production data
collected from these wells. The system will then present the respective reservoir properties based
on the well performance. Fig. 19 shows interface panels for input data and output results of
“Reservoir Characterization Expert System”.
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Fig. 19 – GUI panel for Reservoir Characterization Expert System
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Chapter 6. Results and Discussion
There are many factors that affect the training process of an artificial neural network.
Varying number of hidden layers, number of neuron, transfer and, training functions while
training of several networks can generate different results even if the same input and output
datasets are used in all of them. Therefore, it is important to identify the network that produces
the least error in the testing dataset. This error is calculated based on the difference between the
predicted results and the target outputs values provided (actual values) to each expert system. In
this study, different calculation methods were used to evaluate the error of each ANN model.
Table 7 provides a description of the functions used in each of these methods.
Table 7 – Error calculation methods

Method

Function

Absolute Difference

|𝐴𝑁𝑁 − 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙|

Percentage Error

|𝐴𝑁𝑁 − 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙|
∗ 100
𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙

In the equations above, the symbol ANN refers to the values predicted by the neural
networks while “Actual” refers to the input values used in the training process. The calculated
error is used as a representation of the performance of the neural network so the one with
minimum error is used in creating the expert system. This chapter will discuss the results of
Production Performance, Well Design, and Reservoir Characterization Expert Systems.
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6.1 Results of Production Performance Expert System
As stated earlier, this expert system predicts daily gas rate and cumulative gas production
curves when given specific reservoir properties and well design parameters. For result analysis,
gas rate and cumulative production data were taken at 27 time steps distributed as: days 1, 5, 10,
20, 30, 45, 60, and every 90 days for the rest of the simulated interval. A total of sixteen testing
sets were used to test this model and evaluate the accuracy of the calculated results with. Cases 7
and 11 represent the best and worst runs in terms of data accuracy with 3% and 11% respectively
as seen in Fig. 20. The average error for gas rate and cumulative production based on the testing
set is 6.5%. Furthermore, the daily gas rate and cumulative production curves generated from the
reservoir simulator are plotted against those predicted by the ANN in order to better represent the
performance of all four well completions. Six of the testing cases (Case 3, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11) which
represent all possible results are chosen in order to show the accuracy of the predictions as seen
in Fig. 21 through Fig. 26.
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Fig. 20 - Average error of testing cases for forward ANN
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Fig. 21 - Comparison plot of actual vs. predicted daily gas rate and cumulative gas production of case-3
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Fig. 22 - Comparison plot of actual vs. predicted daily gas rate and cumulative gas production of case-6
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Fig. 23 – Comparison plot of actual vs. predicted daily gas rate and cumulative gas production of case-7
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Fig. 24 – Comparison plot of actual vs. predicted daily gas rate and cumulative gas production of case-8
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Fig. 25 - Comparison plot of actual vs. predicted daily gas rate and cumulative gas production of case-10
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Fig. 26 - Comparison plot of actual vs. predicted daily gas rate and cumulative gas production of case-11
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6.2 Results of Well Design Expert System
Well design expert system is developed to provide a design guide for horizontal or
multilateral well configurations. The system predicts values for nine design parameters in order
to meet the desired production target from a specific shale gas reservoir. The suggested
configuration can be used in reservoir simulation and economic analysis in order to identify the
optimum well design. Given the reservoir properties and desired production performance, Well
Design Expert System will predict the type of well configuration, whether a horizontal well or
multilateral fishbone well, with the number of laterals. In case of a multilateral fishbone
configuration is picked, the system proposes whether it is two, four, or six laterals. Moreover, the
system can also predict the lengths of each lateral, spacing or distance between each lateral
branch when applicable, and finally bottomhole pressure. The performance of this expert system
was evaluated using a sample of 32 testing cases where each of the nine design parameters was
evaluated. Fig. 27 through Fig. 35 show a comparison and error distribution between predicted
data and target values used while developing the system itself.

Fig. 27 - Comparison plot of actual vs. predicted number of laterals in horizontal or multilateral wells
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Fig. 28 - Comparison plot of actual vs. predicted motherbore length with associated error distribution
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Fig. 29 - Comparison plot of actual vs. predicted length of lateral 1 & 2 with associated error distribution
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Fig. 30 - Comparison plot of actual vs. predicted length of lateral 3 & 4 with associated error distribution
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Fig. 31 - Comparison plot of actual vs. predicted length of lateral 5 & 6 with associated error distribution
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Fig. 32 - Comparison plot of actual vs. predicted spacing of lateral 1 & 2 with associated error distribution
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Fig. 33 - Comparison plot of actual vs. predicted spacing of lateral 3 & 4 with associated error distribution
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Fig. 34 - Comparison plot of actual vs. predicted spacing of lateral 5 & 6 with associated error distribution
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Fig. 35 - Comparison plot of actual vs. predicted bottomhole pressure with associated error distribution
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6.2.1 Closed Loop Approach
In the previous section, nine well design parameters were predicted by the inverselooking well design expert system and compared to the targeted (actual) parameters. However, it
is possible that the predicted well design would perform similar to the targeted design. In other
words, two different well configurations constructed within the same reservoir properties can
achieve the same gas rate and cumulative production which is a common case in field
development.
A closed loop approach is applied to ensure that errors in well design parameters do not
negate the efficiency of the developed system. The proposed approach is to generate production
performance curves of the predicted well configurations by using the forward-looking solution
and compare it with the performance of the targeted parameters. If the error between the
reproduced and targeted profiles is within tolerance, then it is concluded that the inverse-looking
expert system is successful and can be used to solve new datasets (Fig. 36).

Fig. 36 – Crosschecking inverse ANN using closed loop approach
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As illustrated in the previous section, few cases show high error values in certain
parameters. A 5% average error was calculated based on the testing cases using all nine
parameters with testing case-21 having the highest error of 17% as shown in Fig. 37. All cases
with errors exceeding the pre-specified tolerance of 10% are tested in the production
performance expert system. Fig. 38 shows that the predicted production curves for case-21 are
closely matching the actual curves used to generate its well design parameters.
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Fig. 37 - Average error of testing cases for inverse ANN-1
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Fig. 38 - Comparison plot of actual vs. predicted daily gas rate and cumulative gas production of case-21
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6.3 Results of Reservoir Characterization Expert System
The third and last expert system is the most import for petroleum engineers while
performing reservoir evaluation. Just like rate-transient analysis, the Reservoir Properties Expert
System uses production performance curves of both daily gas rates and cumulative production of
horizontal and multilateral fishbone wells to estimate reservoir characteristics. The results
generated by the system can enhance engineers understanding about their reservoir and/or correct
the previous estimates of seven reservoir characteristics. These reservoir properties are initial
reservoir pressure, matrix and natural fracture permeability, matrix and natural fracture porosity,
natural fracture spacing, and reservoir thickness. A graphical comparison and error evaluation of
between the predicted data and the target properties are shown in Fig. 39 through Fig. 45.
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Fig. 39 – Comparison plot of actual vs. predicted initial reservoir pressure with associated error distribution
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Fig. 40 – Comparison plot of actual vs. predicted matrix permeability with associated error distribution
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Fig. 41 – Comparison plot of actual vs. predicted matrix porosity with associated error distribution
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Fig. 42 – Comparison plot of actual vs. predicted fracture permeability with associated error distribution
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Fig. 43 – Comparison plot of actual vs. predicted fracture porosity with associated error distribution
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Fig. 44 – Comparison plot of actual vs. predicted fracture spacing with associated error distribution
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Fig. 45 – Comparison plot of actual vs. predicted reservoir thickness with associated error distribution
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As previously shown in some of the plots, some predictions of reservoir characteristics
yield relatively high error compared to the target values. The average error of each property is
shown in Fig. 46. Nevertheless, the magnitude of properties such as fracture and matrix
permeability and porosity is very small. Although, some testing cases show high error values, the
absolute difference between predicted and targeted data is actually small. For example, error in
matrix porosity reaches 50% in testing case-6 as seen in Fig. 40. The predicted and targeted
values are 4.15e-7 and 2.77e-7 mD respectively. The difference between the two values is
1.37e-7 which represent 49% error of the target matrix permeability. In other words, even though
the predicted value has a high error it would not have a huge effect on the targeted production
performance. Fig. 47 shows the average error calculated for all testing cases based on the seven
reservoir properties. As seen the in the figure, the average error is 4.5 % with case-6 having the
maximum error among the dataset with 9%. Therefore, the closed loop approach that was
explained in the previous section is used by testing the generated reservoir characteristics with
the respective well configuration of testing case-6 in the production performance expert system.
Fig. 48 shows that the gas rate and cumulative production curves for testing case-6 are a close
match to the target curves originally used to generate its reservoir characteristics.
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Fig. 46 – Average error for reservoir characteristics
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Fig. 47 - Average error of testing cases for inverse ANN-2
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Fig. 48 - Comparison plot of actual vs. predicted daily gas rate and cumulative gas production of case-6
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6.4 Testing of Production Performance Expert System Outside of the Data Range
Further investigation is carried out to examine the efficiency of the Production
Performance Expert System when it is tested beyond the ranges of the input parameters. The
range of each reservoir property and well design parameter was stretched out of the original
limits provided in Chapter 4.3. Four ranges are used to test the expert system by lowering the
minimum values by 5% and 10% consecutively to form two distinct lower ranges and two upper
ranges that were created by adding 5% and 10% consecutively to the maximum values. Lateral
Count is the only parameter that is not stretched out with these new ranges in order to maintain
the same well classifications used throughout the study.

The average error of Production

Performance Expert System is equal to 6.5% as shown earlier in Chapter 5.2. Table 8 shows that
the average error for the expert system increased to 66% and then 100% when all the properties
are reduced by 5% and 10% respectively from their lower limits. On the other hand, the system
generated average errors of 20% and 32% when 5% and 10% increments are applied to the
maximum data limits. The main reason that increasing parameters upper limits had much less
effect on the system accuracy compared to lowering these limits is related to reservoir potential.
The developed reservoir models would already reach their full production potential when input
parameters are close to the original maximum limits. As result, increasing the limits would only
relatively increase gas rate and cumulative production and hence would not create difficulty for
the system in forecasting the production performance. In contrary, reducing the lower limits by
5% and 10% consecutively contributes to a significant decline in production performance and
thus prevent the system from predicting gas rate and cumulative production profiles accurately.
Fig. 49 through Fig. 52 show the performance of the Production Performance Expert System
when input ranges are stretched by ±5% and ±10%.
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Table 8 – Average error for lower and upper parameters ranges
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Fig. 49 - Comparison plot of actual vs. predicted daily gas rate and cumulative gas in 5% lower range
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Fig. 50 - Comparison plot of actual vs. predicted daily gas rate and cumulative gas in 10% lower range
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Fig. 51 - Comparison plot of actual vs. predicted daily gas rate and cumulative gas in 5% upper range
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Fig. 52 - Comparison plot of actual vs. predicted daily gas rate and cumulative gas in 10% upper range
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Chapter 7. Summary and Recommendations
7.1 Summary
This thesis illustrates the creation of a set of expert systems to be used in different
petroleum engineering related aspects such as reservoir simulation, field development, and
reservoir evaluation. It demonstrates the employment of artificial neural networks to provide
forward and inverse looking solutions for complex problems of non-linear input and output
relationship. These artificial expert systems are built based on a set of variable that consist of
reservoir properties, well design parameters, and production performance data. The first expert
system which is called Production Performance Expert System, is a forward-looking model that
can generate production performance curves normally done by commercial simulators. The
second system is called Well Design Expert System and is able to provide an inverse-looking
solution by predict design parameters of horizontal or multilateral fishbone wells completed in a
shale gas reservoir to meet a certain production target. Finally, the third system is another
inverse-looking model that is called Reservoir Characterization Expert System. This system
predicts reservoir properties by analyzing production performance data of an existing well of
horizontal or multilateral fishbone configuration. Each of these systems was built using
MATLAB tool box for artificial neural networks. The three systems are assembled in tool box
with a user-friendly interface to provide easy execution of codes and neural network without
requiring knowledge of the background mechanism. Hence, Production Performance, Well
Design, and Reservoir Characterization Expert Systems provide considerable benefits to oil and
gas companies as listed below.
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7.2 Conclusions
The major conclusions and observations of this study are listed as follows:


Hyperbolic tangent sigmoid transfer function, scaled conjugate gradient and Bayesian
regularization training functions, are found to be the most efficient functions while
developing the systems.



Changing the number of hidden layers and neurons per layer helped in overcoming the
complexity of the problem.



Vector scaling and application of functional links have increased predictions accuracy of
ANNs.



Production Performance Expert System can be used as a proxy for commercial numerical
simulators in forecasting and development of production strategies.



Well Design Expert System provides a guide for well design to be used when drilling a
new well.



Reservoir Characterization Expert System mimics rate-transient analysis and provide
better understanding of reservoir properties.



Successful implementation of the developed expert systems is expected to reduce time,
cost, and expertise compared to commercial reservoir simulators, well design tools, and
conventional rate-transient analysis procedures
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7.3 Recommendations for Future Work
The author recommends expanding the work done in this study by further research in
consideration of the following suggestions:


Expand the model to a full field scale with multiple wells in a single reservoir to
capture and analyze interference effect on production performance.



Extend the limits of the expert systems by using different PVT and relative
permeability tables for different reservoirs along with variable connate water
saturation.



Allow flexibility of expert systems to account for a range of angles between
motherbore and laterals.



Use of economic parameters related to horizontal and multilateral fishbone wells
design to aid in selection of optimum well configuration.



Compare the production performance of horizontal and multilateral fishbone wells
with hydraulically fracture wells completed in shale gas reservoirs.



Create a customizable version of graphical user interface (GUI) to be easily modified
for any set of expert systems and hence attract more developers/users to artificial
intelligence tools.
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Appendix A
A.1 Reservoir Parameters Distribution
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Fracture Permeability Distribution
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Fracture Porosity Distribution
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A.2 Well Design Parameters Distribution
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Laterals 1 & 2 Length Distribution
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Laterals 5 & 6 Length Distribution
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Bottomhole Pressure Distribution
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Appendix B
Sample Data File for Naturally Fractured Reservoir With Fishbone Well Completion
**Parameters for this run:
** 1) grid block number = 41
** 2) depth = 8000
** 3) layer thickness = 47
** 4) matrix porosity = 0.113
** 5) fracture porosity = 0.017
** 6) matrix permeability = 4.399675e-07
** 7) fracture permeability = 0.867
** 8) fracture spacing= 39.2
** 9) initial pressure = 7714.5

INUNIT *FIELD
WSRF WELL 1
WSRF GRID TIME
WSRF SECTOR TIME
OUTSRF WELL LAYER NONE
OUTSRF RES ALL
OUTSRF GRID SO SG SW PRES OILPOT BPP SSPRES WINFLUX
WPRN GRID 0
OUTPRN GRID NONE
OUTPRN RES NONE
**$ Distance units: ft
RESULTS XOFFSET

0.0000

RESULTS YOFFSET

0.0000

RESULTS ROTATION

0.0000 **$ (DEGREES)

RESULTS AXES-DIRECTIONS 1.0 -1.0 1.0
**$========Definition of fundamental cartesian grid=======

GRID VARI 41 41 1
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KDIR DOWN
DI IVAR
41*100
DJ JVAR
41*100
DK ALL
1681*47
DTOP
1681*8000
DUALPOR
SHAPE GK
**$ 0 = null block, 1 = active block
NULL *MATRIX CON

1

**$ 0 = null block, 1 = active block
NULL *FRACTURE CON
POR *MATRIX CON

1
1.130000e-01

POR *FRACTURE CON
PERMI *MATRIX CON
PERMI *FRACTURE CON
PERMJ *MATRIX CON
PERMJ *FRACTURE CON
PERMK *MATRIX CON
PERMK *FRACTURE CON

1.700000e-02
4.399675e-07
8.673783e-01
4.399675e-07
8.673783e-01
4.399675e-08
8.673783e-01

DJFRAC CON

3.920000e+01

DIFRAC CON

3.920000e+01

DKFRAC CON

3.920000e+01

**$ 0 = pinched block, 1 = active block
PINCHOUTARRAY CON

1

CPOR FRACTURE 0.000003
CPOR MATRIX 0.000003
MODEL GASWATER
TRES 200
PVTG EG 1
**$

p

Eg

visg
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14.696 4.80783 0.0128675
367.05 123.677 0.0131685
719.403 249.101 0.0136271
1071.76 380.05 0.0142057
1424.11 514.731 0.0148938
1776.46 650.658 0.0156807
2128.82 784.996 0.0165507
2481.17 915.068 0.0174841
2833.52 1038.79 0.0184597
3185.88 1154.89 0.0194577
3538.23 1262.79 0.0204617
3890.59 1362.49 0.0214591
4242.94 1454.32 0.0224406
4595.29 1538.83 0.0234002
4947.65 1616.62 0.0243339
5300.00 1688.33 0.0252398
GRAVITY GAS 0.65
REFPW 14.7
DENSITY WATER 62.2554
BWI 1.00934
CW 2.87223e-006
VWI 0.47184
CVW .000000001
ROCKFLUID
RPT 1
**$

Sw

krw

Pcgw

SWT
0.2

0

0.0

0.24375

0.00149536

0

0.2875

0.00149536

0

0.33125

0.0134583

0

0.375

0.0239258

0

0.41875

0.037384

0

0.4625

0.053833

0
94

0.50625

0.0732727

0

0.55

0.0957031

0

0.59375

0.121124

0

0.6375

0.149536

0

0.68125

0.180939

0

0.725

0.215332

0

0.76875

0.252716

0

0.8125

0.293091

0

0.85625

0.336456

0

0.9

0.382812

0

0.95

0.439453

0

1

0.5

0

**$

Sl

krg

SLT
0.2

1

0.25

0.878906

0.3

0.765625

0.34375

0.672913

0.3875

0.586182

0.43125

0.505432

0.475

0.430664

0.51875

0.361877

0.5625

0.299072

0.60625

0.242249

0.65

0.191406

0.69375

0.146545

0.7375

0.107666

0.78125

0.0747681

0.825

0.0478516

0.86875

0.0269165

0.9125

0.0119629

0.95625

0.00299072

1

0

INITIAL
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VERTICAL DEPTH_AVE WATER_GAS EQUIL NOTRANZONE

REFDEPTH 8000
REFPRES 7.714500e+03
DWGC 20000
GOC_PC 0
WOC_PC 0
NUMERICAL
RUN
DATE 2012 1 1
**$

WELL 'Well-1'
PRODUCER 'Well-1'
OPERATE MIN BHP 1.676770e+03 CONT
**$

rad geofac wfrac skin

GEOMETRY K 0.25 0.37 1. 0.
PERF GEOA 'Well-1'
**$ UBA

ff Status Connection

8 21 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 'SURFACE' REFLAYER

9 21 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 1

10 21 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 2

11 21 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 3

12 21 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 4

13 21 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 5

14 21 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 6

15 21 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 7

16 21 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 8

17 21 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 9

18 21 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 10

19 21 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 11

20 21 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 12

21 21 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 13

22 21 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 14
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23 21 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 15

24 21 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 16

25 21 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 17

26 21 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 18

27 21 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 19

28 21 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 20

29 21 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 21

30 21 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 22

31 21 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 23

32 21 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 24

33 21 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 25

12 20 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 4

13 19 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 27

14 18 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 28

15 17 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 29

16 16 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 30

17 15 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 31

18 14 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 32

19 13 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 33

20 12 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 34

21 11 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 35

22 10 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 36

12 22 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 4

13 23 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 38

14 24 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 39

15 25 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 40

16 26 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 41

17 27 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 42

18 28 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 43

19 29 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 44

20 30 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 45

21 31 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 46

22 32 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 47

16 20 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 8
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17 19 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 49

18 18 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 50

19 17 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 51

20 16 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 52

21 15 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 53

22 14 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 54

23 13 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 55

24 12 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 56

25 11 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 57

26 10 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 58

16 22 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 8

17 23 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 60

18 24 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 61

19 25 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 62

20 26 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 63

21 27 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 64

22 28 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 65

23 29 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 66

24 30 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 67

25 31 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 68

26 32 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 69

20 20 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 12

21 19 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 71

22 18 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 72

23 17 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 73

24 16 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 74

25 15 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 75

26 14 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 76

27 13 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 77

20 22 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 12

21 23 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 79

22 24 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 80

23 25 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 81

24 26 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 82
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25 27 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 83

26 28 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 84

27 29 1

1. OPEN FLOW-TO 85

DATE 2012 2 1.00000
DATE 2012 3 1.00000
DATE 2012 4 1.00000
DATE 2012 5 1.00000
DATE 2012 6 1.00000
DATE 2012 7 1.00000
DATE 2012 8 1.00000
DATE 2012 9 1.00000
DATE 2012 10 1.00000
DATE 2012 11 1.00000
DATE 2012 12 1.00000
DATE 2013 1 1.00000
DATE 2013 2 1.00000
DATE 2013 3 1.00000
DATE 2013 4 1.00000
DATE 2013 5 1.00000
DATE 2013 6 1.00000
DATE 2013 7 1.00000
DATE 2013 8 1.00000
DATE 2013 9 1.00000
DATE 2013 10 1.00000
DATE 2013 11 1.00000
DATE 2013 12 1.00000
DATE 2014 1 1.00000
DATE 2014 2 1.00000
DATE 2014 3 1.00000
DATE 2014 4 1.00000
DATE 2014 5 1.00000
DATE 2014 6 1.00000
DATE 2014 7 1.00000
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DATE 2014 8 1.00000
DATE 2014 9 1.00000
DATE 2014 10 1.00000
DATE 2014 11 1.00000
DATE 2014 12 1.00000
DATE 2015 1 1.00000
DATE 2015 2 1.00000
DATE 2015 3 1.00000
DATE 2015 4 1.00000
DATE 2015 5 1.00000
DATE 2015 6 1.00000
DATE 2015 7 1.00000
DATE 2015 8 1.00000
DATE 2015 9 1.00000
DATE 2015 10 1.00000
DATE 2015 11 1.00000
DATE 2015 12 1.00000
DATE 2016 1 1.00000
DATE 2016 2 1.00000
DATE 2016 3 1.00000
DATE 2016 4 1.00000
DATE 2016 5 1.00000
DATE 2016 6 1.00000
DATE 2016 7 1.00000
DATE 2016 8 1.00000
DATE 2016 9 1.00000
DATE 2016 10 1.00000
DATE 2016 11 1.00000
DATE 2016 12 1.00000
DATE 2017 1 1.00000
DATE 2017 2 1.00000
DATE 2017 3 1.00000
DATE 2017 4 1.00000
DATE 2017 5 1.00000
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DATE 2017 6 1.00000
DATE 2017 7 1.00000
DATE 2017 8 1.00000
DATE 2017 9 1.00000
DATE 2017 10 1.00000
DATE 2017 11 1.00000
DATE 2017 12 1.00000
DATE 2018 1 1.00000
DATE 2018 2 1.00000
DATE 2018 3 1.00000
DATE 2018 4 1.00000
DATE 2018 5 1.00000
DATE 2018 6 1.00000
DATE 2018 7 1.00000
DATE 2018 8 1.00000
DATE 2018 9 1.00000
DATE 2018 10 1.00000
DATE 2018 11 1.00000
DATE 2018 12 1.00000
DATE 2019 1 1.00000
DATE 2019 2 1.00000
DATE 2019 3 1.00000
DATE 2019 4 1.00000
DATE 2019 5 1.00000
DATE 2019 6 1.00000
DATE 2019 7 1.00000
DATE 2019 8 1.00000
DATE 2019 9 1.00000
DATE 2019 10 1.00000
DATE 2019 11 1.00000
DATE 2019 12 1.00000
DATE 2020 1 1.00000
DATE 2020 2 1.00000
DATE 2020 3 1.00000
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DATE 2020 4 1.00000
DATE 2020 5 1.00000
DATE 2020 6 1.00000
DATE 2020 7 1.00000
DATE 2020 8 1.00000
DATE 2020 9 1.00000
DATE 2020 10 1.00000
DATE 2020 11 1.00000
DATE 2020 12 1.00000
DATE 2021 1 1.00000
DATE 2021 2 1.00000
DATE 2021 3 1.00000
DATE 2021 4 1.00000
DATE 2021 5 1.00000
DATE 2021 6 1.00000
DATE 2021 7 1.00000
DATE 2021 8 1.00000
DATE 2021 9 1.00000
DATE 2021 10 1.00000
DATE 2021 11 1.00000
DATE 2021 12 1.00000
DATE 2022 1 1.00000
STOP
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Appendix C
MATLAB Code for Development of Forward ANN
tic
clc;
clear all;
close all;
format long

load INPUT.txt
load OUTPUT.txt
load time.txt

MB_L=INPUT(1,:); %Mainbore Length
LatCount=INPUT(2,:); %Number of Laterals
L1_L=INPUT(3,:); %Length of Lateral 1 & 2
L3_L=INPUT(5,:); %Length of Lateral 3 & 4
L5_L=INPUT(7,:); %Length of Lateral 5 & 6
L1_Spc=INPUT(10,:); %Spacing of Lateral 1 & 2
L3_Spc=INPUT(12,:); %Spacing of Lateral 3 & 4
L5_Spc=INPUT(14,:); %Spacing of Lateral 5 & 6
BHP=INPUT(22,:); %BHP
Kf=INPUT(23,:); %Fracture k I,J,K Directions
Km=INPUT(24,:); %Matrix k I,J,K Directions
phi_m=INPUT(25,:); %Matrix Porosity
phi_f=INPUT(26,:); %Fracture Porosity
spacing=INPUT(27,:); %Fracture Spacing I & J
Pr=INPUT(28,:); %Reservoir Pressure
h=INPUT(29,:); %Layer Thickness

design=[(MB_L(1,:))/3200;(LatCount(1,:))/10;(L1_L(1,:))/2000;(L3_L(1,:))/2000;...
(L5_L(1,:))/2000;(L1_Spc(1,:))/1000;(L3_Spc(1,:))/1000;(L5_Spc(1,:))/1000;log(BHP(1,:))];
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Res=[log(Kf(1,:));log(Km(1,:));(phi_f(1,:))*100;((phi_m(1,:)))*100;log(spacing(1,:));log((Pr(1,:)));log(h(
1,:))];

% Functional Links
TotL= ((MB_L(1,:))+(L1_L(1,:))+(L3_L(1,:))+(L5_L(1,:)))/10000;
LatToMBL=((L1_L(1,:))+(L3_L(1,:))+(L5_L(1,:)))./(MB_L(1,:));
Lat1Ratio=(L1_L(1,:))./(MB_L(1,:));
Lat3Ratio=(L3_L(1,:))./(MB_L(1,:));
Lat5Ratio=(L5_L(1,:))./(MB_L(1,:));
TotLatL=((L1_L(1,:))+(L3_L(1,:))+(L5_L(1,:)))/2000;
L1L3=((L1_L(1,:))+(L3_L(1,:)))/2000;
L3L5=((L3_L(1,:))+(L5_L(1,:)))/2000;
L1L5=((L1_L(1,:))+(L5_L(1,:)))/2000;
P_Ratio=log(BHP(1,:))./log((Pr(1,:)));
Phi_Ratio=phi_f(1,:)./phi_m(1,:);
k_Ratio=Km(1,:)./Kf(1,:);

INP=[Res;design;TotL;LatToMBL;Lat1Ratio;Lat3Ratio;Lat5Ratio;TotLatL;L1L3;L3L5;L1L5;P_Ratio;P
hi_Ratio;k_Ratio];
OUT=[log(OUTPUT)];
%%
P=asinh(INP);
T=asinh(OUT);

[m,n] = size(P);
[m1,n1] = size(T);
[P2,ps2] = removeconstantrows(P);

% Normalising the data (Pn = normalized inp; Tn = normalized out)
[Pn,ps] = mapminmax(P2,-1,1); % gives all values between -1 & 1
[Tn,ts] = mapminmax(T,-1,1); % gives all values between -1 & 1
[mi,ni] = size(Pn);
[mo,no] = size(Tn);
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for k=10:5:50
for i=10:5:120;

% Assigning Training, Validation, Testing percentages with random selection
[Pn_train,Pn_val,Pn_test,trainInd,valInd,testInd] = dividerand(Pn,0.90,0.05,0.05);
[Tn_train,Tn_val,Tn_test] = divideind(Tn,trainInd,valInd,testInd);
val.T = Tn_val;
val.P = Pn_val;
test.T = Tn_test;
test.P = Pn_test;

% Creating feed-forward back-propagation network
NNeu0 =i;
NNeu1 =k;
net = newff(Pn,Tn,{NNeu0,NNeu1},{'tansig','tansig'},'trainscg','learngdm','msereg');

% Setting training parameters
net.trainParam.epochs = 1000; % Number of iteration sets
net.trainParam.show = 25; % Epochs between displays (NaN for no displays)
net.trainParam.showCommandLine = 0; % Generate command-line output
net.trainParam.showWindow = 1; % Show training GUI
net.trainParam.goal = 1e-6; % Accuracy within this range
net.trainParam.time = inf; % Maximum time to train in seconds
net.trainParam.min_grad = 1e-6; % Minimum performance gradient
net.trainParam.max_fail = 150; % Maximum validation failures
net.trainParam.sigma = 5.0e-5; % Determine change in weight for second derivative approximation
net.trainParam.lambda = 5.0e-7; % Parameter for regulating the indefiniteness of the Hessian

% Starting training the network
[net,tr] = train(net,Pn_train,Tn_train,[],[],test,val);
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% Getting data from the trained network
Tn_train_ann = sim(net,Pn_train);
Tn_test_ann = sim(net,Pn_test);
Tn_val_ann = sim(net,Pn_val);
[m_Te,n_Te] = size(Tn_test);
NP_test = 1:n_Te;

% Denormalising the data sets obtained
% Output reversal
T_train = mapminmax('reverse',Tn_train,ts);
T_test = mapminmax('reverse',Tn_test,ts);
T_train_ann = mapminmax('reverse',Tn_train_ann,ts);
T_test_ann = mapminmax('reverse',Tn_test_ann,ts);
T_val = mapminmax('reverse',Tn_val,ts);
T_val_ann = mapminmax('reverse',Tn_val_ann,ts);

% Input reversal
P_train = mapminmax('reverse',Pn_train,ps);
P_val = mapminmax('reverse',Pn_val,ps);
P_test = mapminmax('reverse',Pn_test,ps);

% Getting the values back out of asinh
T_train_N=sinh(T_train);
T_test_N=sinh(T_test);
T_train_ann_N=sinh(T_train_ann);
T_test_ann_N=sinh(T_test_ann);
T_val_N=sinh(T_val);
T_val_ann_N=sinh(T_val_ann);
P_train_N=sinh(P_train);
P_val_N=sinh(P_val);
P_test_N=sinh(P_test);
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% Back to the original values before scaling multipliers
T_train_Org=[exp(T_train_N)];
T_val_Org=[exp(T_val_N)];
T_test_Org=[exp(T_test_N)];
T_train_ann_Org=[exp(T_train_ann_N)];
T_val_ann_Org=[exp(T_val_ann_N)];
T_test_ann_Org=[exp(T_test_ann_N)];

P_train_Org=[exp(P_train_N(1,:)); exp(P_train_N(2,:)); (P_train_N(3,:))/100; (P_train_N(4,:))/100;
exp(P_train_N(5,:)) ; exp(P_train_N(6,:)); exp(P_train_N(7,:)); (P_train_N(8,:))*3200;
(P_train_N(9,:))*10; (P_train_N(10,:))*2000; (P_train_N(11,:))*2000;(P_train_N(12,:))*2000;
(P_train_N(13,:))*1000; (P_train_N(14,:))*1000; (P_train_N(15,:))*1000; exp(P_train_N(16,:))];

P_val_Org=[exp(P_val_N(1,:)); exp(P_val_N(2,:)); (P_val_N(3,:))/100; (P_val_N(4,:))/100;
exp(P_val_N(5,:)) ; exp(P_val_N(6,:)); exp(P_val_N(7,:)); (P_val_N(8,:))*3200; (P_val_N(9,:))*10;
(P_val_N(10,:))*2000; (P_val_N(11,:))*2000;(P_val_N(12,:))*2000; (P_val_N(13,:))*1000;
(P_val_N(14,:))*1000; (P_val_N(15,:))*1000; exp(P_val_N(16,:))];

P_test_Org=[exp(P_test_N(1,:)); exp(P_test_N(2,:)); (P_test_N(3,:))/100; (P_test_N(4,:))/100;
exp(P_test_N(5,:)) ; exp(P_test_N(6,:)); exp(P_test_N(7,:)); (P_test_N(8,:))*3200; (P_test_N(9,:))*10;
(P_test_N(10,:))*2000; (P_test_N(11,:))*2000;(P_test_N(12,:))*2000; (P_test_N(13,:))*1000;
(P_test_N(14,:))*1000; (P_test_N(15,:))*1000; exp(P_test_N(16,:))];

% Error Calculation
error_g=mean(abs(T_test_ann_Org(1:27,:)-T_test_Org(1:27,:))./T_test_Org(1:27,:));
error_c=mean(abs(T_test_ann_Org(28:54,:)-T_test_Org(28:54,:))./T_test_Org(28:54,:));
mean_err_g=mean(error_g);
mean_err_c=mean(error_c);
errors_testg=sprintf('%.4f',mean_err_g);
errors_testc=sprintf('%.4f',mean_err_c);
sum_R1=0;
sum_R2=0;
for i=1:n_Te
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[R1,G1]=corrcoef(T_test_ann_Org(1:27,i),T_test_Org(1:27,i));
[R2,G2]=corrcoef(T_test_ann_Org(28:54,i),T_test_Org(28:54,i));
sum_R1=sum_R1+R1(1,2);
sum_R2=sum_R2+R2(1,2);
sum_R=[sum_R1 sum_R2];
end
err_c=sprintf('%.4f',sum_R1/n_Te);
err_g=sprintf('%.4f',sum_R2/n_Te);

name = ['LLT' '_' num2str(errors_testc) '_' num2str(errors_testg) '_' num2str(err_c) '_' num2str(err_g)
'.mat'];
save(name)
end
end
toc
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